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Abstract A methodology is presented for matching a solution to a three-dimensional free-surface viscous flow in
an interior region to an inviscid free-surface flow in an outer region. The outer solution is solved in a general manner
in terms of integrals in time and space of a time-dependent free-surface Green function. A cylindrical matching
geometry and orthogonal basis functions are exploited to reduce the number of integrals required to characterize the
general solution and to eliminate computational difficulties in evaluating singular and highly oscillatory integrals
associated with the free-surface Green-function kernel. The resulting outer flow is matched to a solution of the
Navier–Stokes equations in the interior region and the matching interface is demonstrated to be transparent to both
incoming and outgoing free-surface waves.
Keywords Integral equations · Open-boundary condition · Pseudo-spectral solutions ·
Time-dependent free-surface Green function · Viscous-inviscid matching · Wave-body interaction
1 Introduction
Including the effects of viscosity in the numerical analysis of wave–body interaction problems involves several chal-
lenges, including the large computational domain that is required to include a fast-moving wave-field. An attractive
remedy is to limit the viscous solution to the region near the body where viscous effects are most important and to
rely on inviscid solutions in an outer region to account for wave behaviors. In addition to the proper procedure to
model the matching interface, this approach requires an efficient means to solve for the outer-flow solution which
can become time-consuming, even for inviscid-flow solutions if not treated carefully.
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Because the matching boundary between the inner and outer regions can be selected at will and does not depend
on body geometry, opportunities exist to compute a generalized solution to the outer flow surface that can be com-
puted once and applied to a wide variety of interior flows. This paper provides details of a particularly efficient
technique to formulate this exterior flow problem so that only a minimum collection of integrals of a free-surface
Green function are required to characterize all possible outer flows. This technique relies on decomposing the
exterior flow characteristics in terms of orthogonal basis functions on a cylindrical matching surface. The particular
decomposition chosen provides two distinct advantages; the number of coefficients required to characterize the
general outer flow is reduced through the use of Fourier shift identities and, perhaps more importantly, the known
geometry and choice of basis functions decreases the singular nature of the Green function and has favorable effects
on the evaluation of those functions which is commonly a difficult issue in using Green functions to solve free-
surface flows. The third section of the paper describes these techniques in detail after the general solution to the
outer flow is outlined in Sect. 2.
With the inviscid outer flow characterized in a general way, the other challenge is matching this flow to a solution
of the viscous-flow problem in the interior region. Conceptually this is done by imagining a cylindrical boundary
on the interior flow that exerts pressure on the interior flow in a manner that is appropriate to whatever waves would
exist in the exterior region. There are several ways to perform this matching and an explicit time-stepping method is
described that is consistent with the numerical approach taken to solve the Navier–Stokes equations in the interior
region. The technique is demonstrated by solving the flow for a viscous flow around a cylinder in the interior region
that is excited by waves propagating inward from the outer solution domain. These waves are shown to pass through
the matching boundary, excite the interior flow, diffract around a vertical cylinder, and finally pass back out of the
interior region without reflection at the interface.
Previous work on viscous–inviscid domain-decomposition methods have been largely limited to cases without a
free-surface boundary [1,2] or cases where the decomposed domains do not intersect the free surface [3]. Works that
include a domain decomposition in which the domains intersect the free surface are concentrated on steady flows
around a body with forward speed through a water–air interface [4,5]. In contrast, this paper addresses the three-
dimensional unsteady case of free-surface flows about a body with zero forward speed and builds upon previous
work [6].
2 Generalized solution of outer flow
The shell method of solution for the outer flow is a general solution to a linearized, inviscid, unsteady flow in the
outer region. The complete solution is expressed in terms of coefficients which are integrals in time and space of
a Green function. The solution method is specifically developed to represent a general solution of the outer flow
which can be later matched to any interior flow, providing an outer boundary condition for the interior flow.
2.1 Mathematical problem for outer flow
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the outer fluid domain Vo is bounded by a cylindrical matching surface SS , the undisturbed
free surface SF , the bottom SH , and a far-field surface , located at infinity. All quantities are nondimensionalized
by a characteristic length L˜ , a characteristic velocity U˜ , and fluid density ρ˜, where the tilde indicates dimensional
variables. For each problem studied, U˜ and L˜ can be chosen as appropriate and will be specified as needed.
The velocity of the fluid is given by the gradient of a velocity potential that satisfies the Laplace equation at all
time in the fluid domain and appropriate boundary:
∇2ϕ(P, t) = 0, P ∈ Vo, (1)
ϕt t (P, t) + ϕz(P, t) = 0, P ∈ SFo . (2)
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Fig. 1 Schematic of shell geometry
The choice U˜ =
√
g˜ L˜ has eliminated the usual gravity factor in this equation. Also
ϕz(P, t) = 0, P ∈ SH . (3)
In the far field  (at ∞) the fluid velocities must become vanishingly small and the initial conditions must be
supplied.
ϕ = 0, t ≤ 0, P ∈ Vo,
η = −∂ϕ
∂t
= η0, t ≤ 0, P ∈ SF .
(4)
The goal of this outer-problem formulation is to solve the problem defined by (1)–(4) in a general way to provide
a relation between ϕ and ϕr on SS which be used as an outer boundary condition for a variety of interior problems
and solution methods.
2.2 Integral-equation formulation
The hydrodynamic problem defined above is best approached by using a Green function that satisfies some of
the boundary conditions to convert the Laplace equation (1) to an integral equation [7, Sect. 22]. By applying
Green’s theorem to the time derivative of the potential and the time-dependent Green function, and integrating with
respect to time, a time-dependent integral-equation formulation can be obtained [8]. An unsteady Green function
G(P, Q, t − τ) is used which represents the velocity potential at time t and position Q due to a source in the
presence of a free surface that comes into existence at time τ and is located at P .
This Green function satisfies the field equation unless P = Q, a no-leak condition on the bottom surface, and the
linearized free-surface condition:
∇2G(P, Q, t − τ) = δ(P − Q), Gττ + Gz |z=0 = 0, Gz |z=−h = 0. (5)
Such a function is given by Wehausen and Laitone [7, p. 604, Eq. 22.3] as the sum of a Rankine part and a
time-dependent part:
G(P, Q, t − τ) = Gr (P, Q) + H(P, Q, t − τ), (6)
where Gr is the simple free-space (or Rankine) part of the Green function.
Because this Green function satisfies the linearized free-surface boundary conditions, the bottom boundary con-
dition, and the far-field conditions, only integrals over the matching surface remain in the integral equation relating
ϕ and ϕr ,
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ϕr (Q, τ )Hτ (P, Q, t − τ)dSQ (7)
Here P is assumed to lie on SS .
The geometry of SS is chosen to be a vertical cylinder of radius a and depth h (as shown in Fig. 1) such that the
variable of surface integration Q may be expressed in cylindrical coordinates Q = Q(a, θ, z). For this geometry




































The integrations with respect to time in Eq. 8 represent a convolution of the solution and the free-surface Green
function. By assuming a form for the time variation of the potential (i.e., constant between time-steps), the velocity
potential can be removed from the time integrals and integrals of the Green function become perfect integrals of a
time derivative. The equation for the velocity potential at each new time-step becomes an integral equation in space
only and depends on the solution of the velocity potential at all previous time-steps as follows:





ϕ(θ, z, tK )
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ϕr (θ, z, tK )
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ϕr (θ, z, tk)λ
K−k(P, θ, z)dz dθ, (9)
where




Hr (P, θ, z, tK − τ)dτ (10)
and
γ K−k(P, θ, z) =
{
γ K ,k+1(P, θ, z) − γ K ,k(P, θ, z), k < K
γ K ,K (P, θ, z), k = K . (11)
The functions γ K−k(P, θ, z) (and an analogously defined λK−k(P, θ, z) for H(P, θ, z, tK − τ)) are hereafter
called “shell-functions” because they are integrals in time of the Green function with the field point P and source
point Q located on the “shell surface”.
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Fig. 2 Basis functions used to represent vertical variation of potential
2.3 Spectral representation of the integral equation
To construct a discrete approximation of the integral relation (9) numerically, it is necessary to represent the solution
discretely in space and enforce the integral relation at a set of collocation points. The resulting linear system can
be solved for the solution when a boundary condition is specified on SS .
In this work, the geometry of the integration surface is exploited by representing the potential over the cylindrical
shell in terms of orthogonal functions which are defined everywhere on the shell surface SS . Chebyshev polynomi-
als
[
Tj (x) = cos( j cos−1(x))
]
are used to represent variation in the vertical direction and Fourier components are
used in the circumferential direction. This choice of global basis functions is a deviation from the usual piece-wise
approximation of earlier works [9] and superior accuracy of the solution can be demonstrated. Additionally, because
the surface Ss is unchanging, the geometry and choice of basis function can be exploited in the numerical techniques
used to evaluate the spatial integrals of the Green function as shown below.
2.3.1 Discretization
The representation of ϕ on SS by the product of N orthogonal polynomials in the circumferential direction and J
orthogonal polynomials in the vertical direction is summarized by the following equations.
















ϕ(h(ζk − 1), θm)T2 j (ζk)e−inθm , (13)
where θm = 2πm/N and ζk are the roots of T2J (ζk = cos(π(2k − 1)/4J )). The prime on the first summation in
(12) and (14) indicates that a factor of one half should be included when j = 0.
In the vertical direction, only the even-ordered Chebyshev polynomials are used and a coordinate transformation
(ζ = zh + 1) is used such that the argument of the Chebyshev polynomial always lies between zero and one. The
use of these basis functions, which form an orthogonal set and are illustrated in Fig. 2, produces a solution that
automatically satisfies the no-flux bottom boundary condition. Furthermore, the solution is expected to vary more
rapidly near the free surface so it is appropriate to also concentrate the rapidly varying part of the basis function
near the free surface.
A similar representation can be written for ϕr :
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φr (h(ζk − 1), θm)T2 j (ζk)e−inθm . (15)










































































einθ dz dθ, (18)

























einθ dz dθ. (20)
Here Gˆ and Gˆr are coefficients of the impulsive (or Rankine) part of the Green function (i.e., the Green function
evaluated at time equal zero) and γˆ and λˆ are coefficients related to the time-dependent part of the Green function as
defined by (10) and (11). γˆ and λˆ are labeled “shell coefficients” because they are Fourier–Chebyshev coefficients
of the shell-functions.
2.3.2 Collocation
In order to create a linear relationship between ϕˆK and ϕˆKr , the integral relation is asserted at a collection of points
on the cylindrical surface Ss . Collocation points Pn′ j ′ are chosen as N evenly spaced points in the circumferential
direction and the first J roots of T2J ( zh + 1) in the vertical direction. With these choices, a linear system results that
can be written symbolically as follows:
[S + A + C] ϕˆK − [B + D] ϕˆKr = EK , (21)
where the matrices are composed of the following elements:
Spq = T2 j (ζ j ′)einθn′ (22)
Apq = Gˆnj (Pn′ j ′), Bpq = Gˆrnj (Pn′ j ′), C pq = γˆ 0nj (Pn′ j ′), Dpq = λˆ0nj (Pn′ j ′), (23–26)
and
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nj (Pn′ j ′). (27)
The collocation-point mapping between point element p and nj , and q and n′ j ′ depends on the ordering of the rows
and columns of collocation points in the matrices. Because the matrices are non-sparse, there is not an advantage
to any particular ordering.
2.4 Uniqueness and convolution of the Green function coefficients
The total computational effort required to set up the linear system can be split into two contributions. The evaluation
of the integrals in the Green-function coefficients (17–20) (which appear in the matrices (23–26)), and the convo-
lution of the past solution with the Green-function coefficients (summations in E p, Eq. 27). Because the E Kp vector
must be computed anew at each time step, it is important to perform these summations as efficiently as possible.
Both of these computational requirements can be reduced by exploiting the axi-symmetric geometry of the shell
matching surface.
2.4.1 Unique coefficients
In traditional boundary-integral-equation formulations, the evaluation of the Green functions dominates the com-
putational requirements of the formulation. Because the formulation presented here is intended to be a general
solution of the outer flow that can be applied to a variety of internal problems, it is important to determine the most
efficient way to compute and store the various coefficients for re-use.
Regardless of the Green function in question, when P and Q are expressed in cylindrical coordinates (see Fig. 3),
the coefficients (17–20) are defined by integrals of the form:


















The shift property of the Fourier transform eliminates θ ′ from the integrand

















inθ dθ = e−inθ ′ Gˆnj (z′, r ′, 0). (29)
Thus, all required coefficients can be found easily from evaluations of Gˆ(z′, r ′, 0), which is real because P lies on
the x-axis and the Green function will always be an even function with respect to θ . This reduces the number of
coefficients that need to be computed and stored by a factor of 2N . Because the plan is to pre-compute all of the
shell-function coefficients, and store for future use and re-use, it is important to ensure that there are few enough
unique coefficients that this is practical.
2.4.2 Convolution
Even with the coefficients pre-computed and stored, the computation required to perform the triple summations in
(27) to compute E Kp can still be significant. Again, the axisymmetry of the geometry can be exploited to reduce the
computational requirements. The convolution of Green-function integrals and the velocity-potential history appears
in the vector E in the linear system (21).


















nj (Pn′ j ′). (30)
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Fig. 3 Polar coordinate system for evaluation of the Green-function coefficients
Each term in this equation has the same character, so the first term involving summations of ϕˆknj γˆ
K−k
nj (Pn′ j ′) will
be denoted byS1; the summations for the second term will follow in a similar manner. If we exploit the Hermitian
symmetries in n of the Green-function coefficients γˆ K−knj and the solution ϕˆ
kr





























The superscripts r and i denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex values, respectively. With an eye toward
pre-computing the shell coefficients γˆ and λˆ, we note that, without taking advantage of any symmetries, the above
summation must be performed at N J collocation points (Pn′ j ′), requiring 2N 2 J 2 K floating-point multiplications to
compute the entire vector E at the K th time-step. These calculations involve 2N 2 J 2 K unique coefficients that need
to be evaluated. However, as illustrated by (29), the shift property of the Fourier transform relates the coefficients
for field points Pn′ j ′ at a constant depth. All of the remaining unique coefficients are real, reducing the number of
unique or distinctive coefficients by a factor of 2N to N J 2 K :
γˆnj (Pn′ j ′) = e−in′θ ′ γˆnj (P0 j ′) = γˆnj (P0 j ′) cos(n′θ ′) − iγˆnj (P0 j ′) sin(n′θ ′). (32)
Thus, the convolution summation becomes:











nj (P0 j ′) cos(n
′θ ′) − ϕˆkin j γˆ K−knj (P0 j ′) sin(n′θ ′)






















nj (P0 j ′). (33)
Although n′ does not appear inside the triple summation, N J K multiplications are still needed to compute E¯n′ j ′ .
However, the bulk of this computation (the triple summations in (33)) can be re-used for all N values of n′ for each
value of j ′. Therefore, the total number of floating-point multiplications required to evaluate the entire vector E is
reduced to 2N J 2 K .
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3 Computation of coefficients of Green functions
The time-dependent free-surface Green function represents the potential at time t due to a source that comes into
existence at time τ . This section presents the details of the evaluation of the various free-surface Green functions
used in the formulation above, simple-source, dipole and the unsteady free-surface Green functions in infinite and
finite depth fluid.
The simple-source Green function and the dipole Green function are singular but the singularity is integrable.
Newman [10] presents methods to evaluate integrals of the simple source and dipole over flat panels with linear
variation in source strength or dipole moment. For higher-order panel methods, coordinate-transform methods are
usually used to cancel the singularity and allow Gaussian quadrature to be efficient [11]. The spectral shell method
presents a special case in which integration of a source distribution weighted by Fourier–Chebyshev basis func-
tions needs to be carried over a cylinder. Direct numerical integration of the source or dipole is inefficient and has
difficulties with the singular nature of the source and dipole. Section 3.1 below presents a semi-analytic procedure
for evaluating these singular integrals.
The unsteady free-surface Green functions are defined by integration of an oscillatory integrand. Numerically
evaluation of this integral can be tricky; Beck [12] presents detailed methods relying on asymptotic and series
expansions of the integrand for evaluating the infinite-depth free-surface Green function and Newman [13] tackles
the finite-depth case. In these studies, the emphasis is on evaluating the Green function for a specific source and
field point and relying on numerical integration to perform the needed integrals over each boundary element. Our
specific choice of shell geometry and basis function allow analytical integrations of the Green functions in space
and time to be performed; doing this changes the Green functions to something different from the forms previously
studied in the literature. Fortunately, the analytical integration step truncates the oscillatory tail of the integrands
sufficiently to allow the use of more direct numerical integrations over wave-number. Sections 3.2 and 3.5 below
present these techniques for the infinite-depth case and finite-depth case, respectively.
3.1 Simple-source Green function
The boundary-integral-equation method for the interior problem uses a simple source defined as the reciprocal of
the distance between the field and source points;
Gs(P, Q) = 1|P Q| , (34)
Gs(r ′, z′, a, z, θ) = 1√
R2 + (z − z′)2 , (35)
where R is the radial direction between P and Q (see Fig. 3). Fourier–Chebyshev coefficients of the derivative of














R2 + (z − z′)2]3/2
. (37)
The required integrations of this source Green function may be evaluated efficiently and accurately by first per-
forming the integration in the vertical direction, followed by integration in the circumferential direction. The result
of the vertical integration is a function that is only logarithmically singular at θ = 0. The strength of this singularity
is found analytically and subtracted so that the regular remainder can be integrated numerically. The Fourier series
for the singular part is found analytically to complete the evaluation.
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3.1.1 Integration of Gs and Gsν in the vertical direction


















R2 + (z − z′)2 dz =
1∫
0
T2 j (ζ )√( R
h























−R RaT2 j (ζ )[( R
h
)2 + (ζ ′ − ζ )2
]3/2 dζ, (39)
where a change of variable ζ = zh + 1 (and ζ ′ = z
′
h + 1) normalizes the range of integration. Examination of these
integrals indicates that the integrands are singular at z′ = z when R = 0. These singularities are non-integrable.
In (39), inclusion of the R Ra factor in the integrand cancels the singularity sufficiently, rendering G¯sν j finite for all
values of R. For G¯sj , Eq. 38 is infinite for R = 0 but it will be shown that the behavior of G¯sj for small R is that of
a logarithmic singularity −2T2 j ( z′h + 1) log(R). Thus G¯sj is integrable in the evaluation of the Fourier–Chebyshev
coefficient Gˆsν . Additionally, knowledge of this singular behavior provides a convenient way of smoothing G¯sj by
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These equations provide a recursive relation for the magnitude of the logarithmic singularity for each power of k.
Ck = (2k − 1)ζ
′
k







Ck−2, C0 = 1. (44)
In the limit R → 0, this recursive relation may be easily solved by inspection to give Ck = (ζ ′)k . Thus, the
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As expected, the strength of the singularity depends on the z-coordinate of the field point, being half as strong if z′

















log[R] −h < z′ < 0.
(46)
The above analytical integrations suggest a term-by-term method of computing the required integrals; however, the
series is very poorly conditioned so numerical integration is a better choice. A change of variable ζ = cos(y) casts






)2 + (ζ ′ − cos y)2






)2 + (ζ ′ − cos y)2
]3/2 cos(2 j y)dy. (48)
A FFT-based Filon integration procedure is used to efficiently compute the integrals for all J values of j with one
FFT operation [14, Sect. 13.9].
3.1.2 Fourier coefficients of G¯sj and G¯sν j
The integration over θ is equivalent to finding the Fourier coefficients of G¯sj and G¯sν j . Defining
(G¯sj )reg = G¯sj − (G¯sj )sing (49)
smooths the singular behavior. Additionally, it is clear that (G¯sj )reg and G¯sν j are even functions of θ , hence the result-
ing Fourier coefficients will be real. The smoothness of these functions allows efficient computation of (Gˆsj )reg and
Gˆsν j by FFT. To complete the evaluation of Gˆ
s
j , the Fourier series representing the singular part is needed. This













3.2 Unsteady free-surface Green function—infinite depth
The unsteady free-surface Green function used in the time-dependent formulation represents the velocity potential
at P in a fluid of infinite depth with a free surface due to a source disturbance at Q. The Green function represents the
potential at time t due to this disturbance introduced at time τ that satisfies the Laplace equation and the boundary
conditions:
∇2G(P, Q, t − τ) = δ(P − Q), Gττ + Gz |z=0 = 0. (51)
Such a function is given by Finkelstein [15] as:







dke(z+ζ )k{1 − cos √k(t − τ)}J0(k R), (52)
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(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2, r =
√
R2 + (z − ζ )2, r ′ =
√
R2 + (z + ζ )2
and J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and of order zero, and R is the horizontal distance between P and Q.
This Green function can be separated into an impulsive, or Rankine, part and a time-dependent part:







+ H(P, Q, t − τ). (53)
The coefficients of the impulsive part are evaluated using the methods mentioned in the previous section for the sim-
ple-source Green function. Integrals with respect to τ of the time-dependent part are needed in the integral-equation
formulation. Performing this integration analytically:
H¯ K−k(P, Q) =
tk∫
tk−1
H(P, Q, tK − τ)dτ = 2(tk − tk−1)
∞∫
0








k(t − τ)J0(k R)dk|tktk−1 . (54)
The first integral can be identified as 1
r ′ by replacing the Bessel function by its integral representation and reversing
the orders of integration. Thus the methods of the last section apply to the first integral. The second integral needs
to be evaluated numerically. Fortunately, the time integration has increased the rate of decay of the integrand.
When the source point is at r = a and θ ′ = 0, the coefficients of the time-dependent part are:










e−inθ dz dθ. (55)
Evaluation of the coefficients for the time-dependent part proceeds in a different manner than the simple source
and dipole. Because of the highly oscillatory nature of H with respect to R, discrete Fourier transforms are not feasi-
ble. Instead, the order of integrations in equation (55) is reversed; the integration with respect to θ is performed first
by taking advantage of basic Bessel function identities. These Fourier coefficients are then integrated numerically
in the vertical direction.
3.3 Fourier coefficients of H¯ and H¯ν
As noted, the 1/r ′ part of (55) is treated using the methods of the previous section, this section treats the circum-
ferential integration of the second integral, denoted here I¯ . By referring to Fig. 3, the ‘addition formula’ for J0 is
seen to be:
















J0(k R) cos nθ dθ = k Jn(kr1)J ′n(ka). (58)
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Multiplication of (56) by sin nθ and integrating confirms that the Fourier coefficients are purely real. When r1 = a,
which is the primary interest, the Fourier coefficients of I¯ , I¯ν are:
I˜n(a, z, ζ, t − τ) = 12π
2π∫
0








k(t − τ)J 2n (k)dk, (59)









′+z)k√k sin √k(t − τ)Jn(k)J ′n(k)dk. (60)
The circumferential integrations introduce another Bessel function into the integrand which decays like 1√k R for
large argument, increasing the rate of decay. The differentiation with respect to the normal at the field point unfor-
tunately decreases the rate of decay of that integrand, (Eq. 60). However, it does still decay and when the field point
or source point is submerged, the exponential decay dominates in any case. For numerical evaluation, a change of
variable is used to cast the problem into a form handled by standard Filon integration [14, Sect. 13.9].
3.4 Integration of H˜ and H˜ν in the vertical direction
As z varies, I˜ and I˜ν are very well behaved and present no problems to numerical integration in the vertical direction.
However, because the Chebyshev polynomials vary rapidly, a change of variable and Filon integration is used to
evaluate the integrals efficiently [14, Sect. 13.9]:
Iˆn j (a, t − τ) =
π/2∫
0
I˜n(a, z′, cos y, t − τ) sin y cos(2 j y)dy, (61)




′, cos y, t − τ) sin y cos(2 j y)dy. (62)
3.5 Unsteady free-surface Green function—finite depth
In finite-depth water, the unsteady free-surface Green function has a similar form to the infinite-depth case and
satisfies a no leak condition on the bottom surface as well as the free-surface condition.
∇2G(P, Q, t − τ) = δ(P − Q), Gττ + Gz |z=0 = 0, Gz |z=−h = 0. (63)
Such a function is given by Finkelstein [7] as the sum of a Rankine part and a time-dependent part:
G(P, Q, t − τ) = Gr (P, Q) + H(P, Q, t − τ), (64)
where Gr is the Rankine part of the Green function,








′ + h) cosh k(z + h)
cosh kh
J0(k R)dk. (65)
Evaluation of this function is straightforward; the source and image parts are treated as in Sect. 3.1 and the integral
part is easily summed using standard numerical integration. The integrand is regular and decays quickly enough,
especially after the needed integration in the circumferential direction is performed analytically as in the infinite-
depth case of the previous section.
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The time-dependent part H is given by:
H(P, Q, t − τ) = 2
∞∫
0
cosh k(z′ + h) cosh k(z + h)
sinh kh cosh kh
{1 − cos ω(k, h)(t − τ)}J0(k R)dk, (66)





H(P, Q, tK − τ)dτ = 2(tk − tk−1)
∞∫
0
cosh k(z′ + h) cosh k(z + h)





cosh k(z′ + h) cosh k(z + h)
ω(k, h) sinh kh cosh kh





The non-oscillatory part of each integrand in (67) is singular like 1k near k = 0. In each integral, this singularity is
non-integrable, but H remains finite because the singular parts cancel in the addition. Replacing sin[ω(k, h)(t −τ)]
with a small-argument expansion demonstrates that the contribution to H¯ of the neighborhood of k → 0 is zero.
However, for numerical evaluation, trigonometry relations are used to combine the two integrals into one with a
finite integrand at k = 0. This procedure is effective for all of the needed Green functions but is not necessary for
derivatives of H¯ with respect to ν and for nonzero Fourier modes because in these cases the integrands are always
finite after integration in the circumferential direction. In any case, the techniques for evaluating the Fourier–Cheby-
shev coefficients of the finite depth Green function follow from (67) in the same manner as the infinite depth case
presented in the previous section.
4 Matching shell solution to viscous inner flows
The generalized solution of the outer inviscid flow described above is applied as a boundary condition to an interior
viscous-flow solution here. Application of the shell solution to inviscid problems in the interior region has been
done previously and does not present any fundamental problems [9]. In contrast, the matching between an inviscid
and a viscous solution represents a change of field equation across the boundary and careful attention must be paid
to the meaning of the boundary condition that the exterior inviscid flow presents to the interior flow. In the examples
here the interior viscous flow is solved via a pseudo-spectral solution technique of the Navier–Stokes equations
[16].
4.1 Interior-region viscous problem formulation
Figure 4 illustrates the viscous–inviscid domain decomposition employed with the shell surface. The viscous region
near the body is denoted R1 and the inviscid region in the far field is region R2.
For a fluid of uniform density ρ, conservation of mass can be written as
∇ · u(x, t) = 0, (68)




+ u · ∇u = 1
ρ
[
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Fig. 4 Schematic of viscous and inviscid regions with free surface, with details shown in θ = 0 plane
where P is the dynamic pressure in the fluid and τ is the viscous-stress tensor which represents traction forces on
the boundary of an arbitrary fluid volume:
P = p − ρgz. (70)
The viscous region is bounded by four surfaces SB , SH , SF , and SS . No-slip boundary conditions are applied to the
body and bottom surfaces while more complicated kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions are required for the
fluid–atmosphere and shell-matching surface. For an arbitrary surface S defined by the equation F(r, θ, z, t) = 0,













Wehausen and Laitone [7] derive the appropriate conditions for the fluid–atmosphere interface (SF ) by asserting
that on the intersection between the fluid and atmosphere above, the normal component of stress must be continuous
across the interface and any discontinuity in shear stress must be proportional to the surface curvature and surface
tension. When shear stress and surface tension are neglected, the dynamic boundary conditions may be written in
terms of the stress tensor s as follows:
sn = p¯n = (ρgz + P¯)n. (72)
Here, a prescribed pressure on the surface S has been decomposed into a hydrostatic component (ρgz) and a dynamic
component (P¯).
4.1.1 Boundary-condition linearization
The equations for the kinematic (71) and dynamic (72) boundary conditions on an arbitrary, friction-less, surface
will now be used to develop linearized boundary conditions on both the fluid–atmosphere interface (SF ), and the
viscous–inviscid interface (SS). The linearization procedure used is a perturbation technique in which a parameter 
is chosen that characterizes some feature of the motion that is considered “small”. This allows the flow variables to
be expanded in a power series in  as follows:
u(r, θ, z, t) = u(1) + 2u(2) + · · · , (73)
P(r, θ, z, t) = P(1) + 2 P(2) + · · · . (74)
Insertion of these expansions into the governing equations, and grouping like powers of  results in a series of





∇ P(1) + μ∇2u(1). (75)
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Fig. 5 Schematic of viscous interior-flow problem
To perform the linearization of the boundary conditions on the fluid–atmosphere interface, let the surface SF be
described by the function F f (r, θ, z, t) = z − η(r, θ, t) = 0. With this choice, η is expanded in powers of .
η(r, θ, t) = η(0) + η(1) + 2η(2) + · · · . (76)
Insertion of these expansions into the kinematic boundary condition (71) and grouping of like powers of  leads to
a condition for u(1) to be applied at the equilibrium position of the fluid–atmosphere interface (i.e., η(0) = 0) gives



















at z = 0. (78)
The term involving g is a result of the use of dynamic, instead of the absolute pressure and results in a coupling
between the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions for the 1 solution.
4.1.2 Viscous–inviscid interface
The linearization at the viscous–inviscid fluid interface (SS) is done in a similar manner. Let this surface be defined
by the function Fs(θ, z, t) = r − ζ(θ, t) = 0. Expanding ζ in powers of  gives:
ζ(θ, z, t) = ζ (0) + ζ (1) + 2η(2) + · · · (79)




= u(1), at r = ro (80)





















at r = ro. (81)
Unlike the fluid–atmosphere interface, the kinematic condition and dynamic conditions for 1 terms are uncoupled;
ζ (1) does not appear in the dynamic boundary conditions as η(1) did in (78).
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4.2 Numerical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations
In order to obtain an accurate numerical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations in the interior region, a pseudo-spec-
tral, fractional-step method of solution is employed. A time-stepping method for the solution of the Navier–Stokes
equations is used to solve for the velocity and pressure field in the viscous domain at a sequence of time-steps
tk = kt, (k = 1, 2, . . .). In this fractional-step method, an intermediate velocity field is found that satisfies the
Navier–Stokes equation with the pressure terms removed. To complete each step, a pressure field is then found that
corrects the intermediate velocity field to form the velocity and pressure field at the new time-step. This is a method
that falls into the class of projection methods proposed by Chorin [17] and developed for use with free-surface flows
by Yeung [18] in two dimensions and by Yu [16,19] in three dimensions.
A time-difference scheme between the old (K − 1) and new (K ) time-steps provides,
1
t
(uK − uK−1) = Q
[




− ∇ P K , (82)
∇ · uK = 0, (83)
where Q is a suitably defined difference operator. To solve these equations numerically, an intermediate velocity
field (uˆ) is introduced which satisfies the momentum equation (82) without the pressure terms:
1
t
(uˆ − uK−1) = Q
[





When this is subtracted from (82), an equation for the pressure field results:
1
t
(uK − uˆ) = −∇ P K . (85)
The divergence of this equation, along with the continuity equation (83), provides a Poisson equation for the pressure
field:
∇2 P K = 1
t
∇·uˆ. (86)
Use of the continuity equation ensures mass conservation in the numerical scheme.
To summarize, an intermediate velocity field uˆ is solved for from a modified equation that neglects the pressure
field (84). A Poisson equation for pressure field (86) is then solved, subject to boundary conditions on the pressure.
To complete the time-step, these solutions are combined (using Eq. 85 ) to find the physical velocity field uK .
The original work of Yeung and Yu [19] describes this procedure in detail and gives expressions for the difference
operator Q. In that work and the present one, the solution of uˆ is accomplished by a spectral collocation method. The
solution of the Poisson equation is also performed via a spectral collocation method [20]. The high efficiency and
accuracy of the techniques demonstrated in these works stems from the cylindrical geometry and the decomposition
of the solution into spectral modes.
4.3 Matching techniques
4.3.1 Euler equation advancement of the matching boundary condition
Most of the work that has been done regarding viscous–inviscid domain decomposition with regard to free-surface
flows makes use of the Euler integral for inviscid flows to provide a mechanism to advance the solution and perform
the matching. Campana [3] presents an example of this effort that is limited to two-dimensional flows in which the
viscous flow lies above the inviscid flow and the matching interface does not intersect the free surface. That work
adopts a Dirichlet to Neumann (DtN) approach of implementing a boundary-element solution to the inviscid-flow
problem as a boundary condition on the viscous region. It is suspected that this technique will be unstable for the
surface-piercing matching surface. A NtD version of the Euler-equation advancement technique which is stable is
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developed below for three-dimensional flows. This technique can be thought of as surrounding the viscous fluid by
a circular surface that behaves as a wave-maker, moving in the same manner as the inviscid flow it replaces. This
analogy is useful in understanding some of the limitations described below of this technique in the surface-piercing
case.
In the Euler-equation advancement technique described by Campana [3], the Euler equation is integrated in time
to provide a means to advance the velocity potential in the outer region at a new time-step, based upon the velocity
and pressure field in the viscous region at the last time-step. This velocity potential is then used as a Dirichlet bound-
ary condition for the solution of the potential flow in the inviscid region. This solution then provides a pressure
and velocity boundary condition on the viscous flow at the new time-step. By discarding the quadratic terms in the
Euler equation, this process can be diagrammed as:
DtN Scheme
Viscous region Inviscid region
uK−1, P K−1 	⇒ ϕK = ϕK−1 + t (P K−1)
↓ Shell solution (DtN)
uK , ∂ P K /∂r ⇐	 ϕKr
Experience with this DtN use of the shell-function solution as a boundary condition suggests that this method
may be unstable in the case here where the matching surface intersects the fluid–atmosphere interface. In fact, even
in the submerged-interface case a very small time-step was required to achieve stability [3].
In order to avoid the DtN application of the shell-function solution, a modified approach is possible in which
the normal derivative of the Euler equation is used to advance ϕr in time, allowing the NtD version of the shell-
function solution to be used. The result is then a boundary condition for the viscous flow on the normal velocity
at the matching surface, along with a Dirichlet condition for pressure. The information flow for this case can be
diagrammed as:
NtD Scheme
Viscous region Inviscid region
uK−1, ∂ P K−1/∂r 	⇒ ϕKr = uK−1 + t (∂ P K−1/∂r)
↓ Shell solution (NtD)
uK , P K ⇐	 ϕK
In order to achieve sufficient accuracy and stability, this procedure needs to be implemented as a predictor-
corrector scheme. The predictor-step normal derivative of the outer potential is computed as a linear extrapolation
from the viscous-flow quantities at the previous two time-steps:
ϕKν (ro, θ, z) = 2uK−1 − uK−2. (87)
This is used as a Neumann condition for the outer flow which provides a new outer potential ϕK . For this predic-
tor-step, the pressure on the shell surface at the new time-step is obtained from a backward-difference form of the
linearized Euler integral:




Application of this pressure as a boundary condition on the interior problem provides a better estimate for the radial
velocity at the new time-step,
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which gives the final pressure boundary condition for the interior region after (21) is used again:




For the viscous inner flow, care must be exercised in the tangential velocities. While derivatives of the outer
potential could also be used as tangential velocity boundary conditions for the inner flow, consistent results are
achieved by implementing a free-slip velocity boundary condition on the shell surface. This approach is based on
the physical idea that in this type of viscous–inviscid matching, the viscous flow is assumed to be bounded by a
friction-less wall that moves in accordance with the outer inviscid flow. Unfortunately, this analogy has a limitation
in that a viscous fluid bounded by a friction-less wall must, by definition, have zero slope at the intersection of
the fluid–atmosphere interface and the friction-less wall. This is required to ensure a zero–stress condition at that
point and a free-slip along the wall surface. Some success can be obtained with this matching approach. How-
ever, eventually the enforcement of such a zero-wave-slope condition at the matching surface causes the interior
and exterior solutions to diverge sufficiently which creates an instability in the updating of the external radial
velocity via the Euler equation. Besides, there is no reason a priori that the shell surface should be points of zero
wave-slope. It is possible to implement a fix to this problem by relaxing the dynamic boundary conditions on
the fluid–atmosphere intersection near the intersection contour of the fluid–atmosphere interface and the viscous–
inviscid interface. Instead of pursuing this further, a different advancement procedure of the solution utilizing a
pressure-driven boundary condition is developed in the next section.
4.3.2 Pressure-driven matching at shell surface
An alternative technique is developed here that relies on implementing the boundary conditions for the viscous–
inviscid boundary. This technique advances the boundary conditions on the matching interface in a manner similar
to the “pressure-driven” boundary condition implemented for the fluid–atmosphere free-surface conditions. The
difficulties that appear in the advancement technique utilizing the Euler equation are avoided and excellent matching
behavior is achieved.
In this matching technique, the coupling between the kinematics of the flow and the dynamic boundary condi-
tions takes place through the solution of the inviscid outer-flow problem. Again, a predictor-corrector technique is
implemented that can be performed in parallel with the predictor-corrector advancement of the fluid–atmosphere
boundary-condition advancement. As before, the boundary-conditions on the auxiliary velocity field uˆ are provided
from the previous time-step:
uˆ = f1(t, uK−1, vK−1, wK−1,∇ P K−1)
vˆ = f2(t, uK−1, vK−1, wK−1,∇ P K−1)
wˆ = f3(t, uK−1, vK−1, wK−1,∇ P K−1)
⎫
⎬
⎭ on r = ro, (91)
Boundary conditions on the predicted pressure (denoted by the overbar on the superscript) is given by inserting
quantities from the previous time-step in the dynamic boundary condition on the matching surface:





at r = ro. (92)
Here, the pressure from the outer flow at the last time-step (P K−1o ) plays the role of the free-surface elevation in
the fluid–atmosphere case. The uK and P K field values are then solved by using (84), (85), and (86). This solution
is then adjusted in the same manner as in the fluid–atmosphere boundary-condition advancement. The velocities
























at r = ro. (94)
(95)
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At this point, instead of integrating the kinematic free-surface condition as done in the fluid–atmosphere case above,
the shell-function solution of the outer flow provides a new outer pressure (P Ko ), based upon uK as a boundary
condition.
As in the fluid–atmosphere case, for the corrector step the auxiliary velocity uˆ is not re-computed for the corrector
step, and only the pressure field and actual velocity field are corrected. Boundary conditions on pressure for the
corrector step are computed from the predicted solution,





at r = ro. (96)
The pressure field and velocity field are then re-computed everywhere by solving (86) and (85) a second time. This
























at r = ro. (98)
(99)
The outer shell-function solution is used again to compute the final outer pressure based upon the final radial veloc-
ities. This procedure is nearly the same as the advancement of the fluid–atmosphere boundary condition developed
by Yu [21], but instead of using the kinematic boundary condition on wave elevation to drive the flow, the solution
of the inviscid equations of motion in the outer region performs this role.
4.4 Solution and results
In previous works the inviscid outer solution has been effectively used as a radiation boundary condition for an
interior viscous-flow solution, absorbing waves generated in the interior domain without reflection [6]. In this paper
that idea has been extended to the case where waves propagate from the exterior flow into the interior region and
diffract around a column located within the viscous solution region. The resulting wave-field that forms as a com-
bination of the incident wave and the diffracted wave passes out of the viscous region and is absorbed by the shell
without reflection.
When it is assumed that a potential-flow solution representing an appropriate incident wave is known, incident
waves can be incorporated into the outer flow and matched to the inner viscous flow without interfering with the
wave-absorbing characteristics of the shell-function outer boundary condition. It is critical that this incident-wave
potential satisfies the same boundary and initial conditions assumed by the shell-function solution. As long as this
is true, linear superposition of solutions in the outer region allows the incident-wave velocity potential to simply be
added to the shell-function solution.
Figure 6 shows snapshots of the flow as the incident waves develop to a time-harmonic steady state. The dif-
fracted waves here are less obvious than in the transient case of the inviscid flow. However, the presence of the
diffracted wave is still visible as a distortion from a two-dimensional form of the wave-field. Figure 7 shows details
of the viscous flow field in the plane θ = 180, where the incident waves are propagating into the viscous region
from the left. Several snapshots are shown within one period of the incident waves. Figure 8 compares the resulting
horizontal force on the cylinder with the inviscid-fluid computations. The pressure forces resulting from the viscous
flow are similar to the inviscid results in the early part of the simulation but ultimately have a smaller magnitude in
the steady-state response. A viscous force due to shear stress is also present but remains only a few percent of the
pressure force since flow separation has not occurred.
Flow separation is an important feature of this type of flow, but is unlikely to occur when the linearized wave
form is assumed. The small-wave-height linearization has the effect of guaranteeing that the convective terms on
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Fig. 6 Snapshots of the viscous interior region as incident waves propagate in from the outer region and diffract about the cylinder
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Fig. 7 Velocity vectors and vorticity contours “upstream” of cylinder as waves propagate into the viscous region from the left. Three
snapshots are shown within one incident wave period (T ) after the flow has become time-harmonic
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Fig. 8 Horizontal force on cylinder in an interior viscous region for incident waves generated by an oscillating pressure patch in the




the left-hand side of the Navier–Stokes equations remain small relative to the inertial terms. Only in the case of a
small cylinder diameter relative to the wave amplitude will the convective terms gain significance, resulting in flow
separation behind the cylinder. An analogous way to see this is to consider the Keulegan–Carpenter number. For the
oscillating flow due to the incoming waves, the K C number may be defined as 2π A/D where A is the amplitude
of the incoming wave and D is the cylinder diameter. Sarpkaya [22] demonstrates that, for a simple oscillatory flow
by a circular cylinder (no free surface), separation does not occur until the K C number approaches 10. For flow due
to a linearized free-surface wave, this requires a cylinder diameter of approximately 30% of the wave amplitude,
which is much smaller than the cylinder diameter used for the results presented in Fig. 6.
5 Conclusions
This paper presents a generalized solution of all possible inviscid, linear free-surface flows in a region extend-
ing outwards of a cylindrical surface. This generalized solution is used on a matching surface (the shell), which
behaves like a non-axisymmetric cylindrical wave-maker coupled to the motion of the interior viscous-fluid region.
In the procedure presented, the interior solution can match up exactly with the outer linear solution, time-step to
time-step, as if the matching boundary is transparent. To implement this idea, appropriate flow variables (pressures
and velocities acting on the interior region) need to be passed between the two solutions and in the proper order.
This is a main contribution of this paper. Additionally, since the outer solution contains a spectrum of waves, its
computations need to be rapid and efficiently. Otherwise, there would be no savings when compared to simply
solving the equations of the interior flow in an awkwardly large domain. The introduction of a spectral solution
form for the outer solution has facilitated solving the outer solution.
Since the exterior region is an inviscid, linearized surface-wave problem, with a cylindrical geometry, the gen-
eralized solution can be simplified by angular symmetry and quantified by a finite set of shell coefficients. The
pre-computation and storage of these will subsequently provide a representation of the exterior wavy flow for any
interior solutions. In fact, once the generalized solution is computed, stored, and retrieved, the computational burden
for the exterior flow becomes only a small effort compared to solving the flow for the interior region.
Previous works [9] have shown this generalized exterior solution matched to an inviscid linear free-surface flow
in the interior region. In that case, there is no discontinuity of field equations or boundary conditions across the
matching boundary and a seamless matching is achieved. This paper extends this technique to the considerably
more complex case of matching a viscous interior flow to an inviscid outer flow, with linear free-surface bound-
ary conditions in both regions. As described in the paper, the methodology to achieve this relies on an iterative
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predictor-corrector scheme, which is tightly integrated into the fractional-step method of solving the Navier–Stokes
equations.
An interesting, but so far unexplored, case is the matching of an interior flow region with nonlinear free-surface
boundary conditions to the generalized solution of the linear exterior region flow. Obviously, as steep waves approach
the matching boundary, the absorbtion would be imperfect and energy would reflect or cause other disturbances.
However, for three-dimensional problems, steep waves will attenuate as they propagate outwards and the discon-
tinuity between boundary conditions may become manageable. One could consider applying artificial damping to
suppress only the portion of the outgoing wave not characterized by the linear solution in the exterior region. Such
an approach warrants further study since exciting techniques of free-surface-flow simulation, such as smoothed
particle hydrodynamics, are now enabled by the advent of powerful graphical processors [23,24], but the problem
of absorbing outgoing wave energy in these methods will remain.
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